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if somepony
had told me
when I was a
blank-flank that
one day...

…I’d give
a speech to
a class at
celestia’s
school
of magic, I
wouldn’t have
believed it.

but—

twilight pauses to
shuffle her note cards.
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I hope that I
have been up to
the task, because
I can tell that all
of you are…

…and that
the future
of equestrian
magic is in good
hooves.

wow,
twilight, that
was even
better—

—than the
first eleven
times!
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I’d like to
be able to get
through the
whole speech
without looking
at the cards.
eh, I
don’t know,
spike.

oh
come on,
twilight!

you can’t
be nervous
about giving
a speech
to a bunch
of magic
students.

I’m not
nervous, spike,
but I do have
to set a good
example…

…especially if
they’re magic
students.

that’s why
this speech
has to be...

perfect?
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exactly.

let’s go
through it one
more time.

HUMPF

when princess
celestia asked
me to speak to
you today…
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oh
brother…

a short while later…

obviously
the long-term
effects…

ahem.
next slide,
please.

…of the
simultaneous
acquisition of
cutie marks
has yet to be
determined,
but...

ummm,
next
slide?!
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